Impending scope of Water Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) in the post COVID19 pandemic era: An opportunity call
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Abstract

COVID19 pandemic is now testing health systems of countries globally irrespective of geographical location, environmental conditions, and population demographics. Among various prevention strategies as suggested by WHO and others, hand hygiene has emerged as the most important public health preventive measure to control similar outbreaks in the past (SARS & MERS) also including the current COVID19 pandemic. The COVID19 pandemic provides a well-timed opportunity to stress the importance of water, sanitation, and hygiene (WASH) in the healthcare facilities (HCFs) and optimize infection prevention control across the globe. It also gives an opportunity to extend beyond conventional WASH and includes domains of biomedical waste management, Infection Prevention, and Control activities and also environmental hygiene. This perspective piece elaborates on the importance of optimal WASH and future scopes in HCFs during the post COVID19 pandemic era.
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The past pandemics: Lesson learned

The emergence of the initial cases of severe pneumonia in Wuhan, China found out to be the novel coronavirus infection, which rapidly blown out to the national and international boundaries of the world causing an outpouring of the COVID-19(1). On 30th January 2020, the novel coronavirus Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome-Coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) was declared as the sixth public health emergency of international concern(2); followed a pandemic by the Director-General of the World Health Organization (WHO) on 11th March 2020(3). Evidence indicates a weaker pathogenic picture of i.e. SARS-CoV2, than previous coronavirus SARS but a stronger transmission competence(4). Epidemiological investigation of 2003 SARS outbreak revealed that the transmission between 128 cases linked to healthcare-associated infections(5). In 2012, the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) is another coronavirus that also caused the outbreak within the hospital reported from in several countries. Coronavirus can be
transmitted by direct contact between the infected and susceptible host whereas the environment also plays a significant role in cross contamination(7). Research also indicated that fomite-mediated transmission to have a potential significance in respiratory viral disease(8). Study also shows that even a single occurrence of hand contact with contaminated surface can transfer pathogen easily and cause recontamination. Hence the low compliance to the hand hygiene of health care workers (HCWs) is a big worry(9). These pathogens can survive on healthcare facility (HCF) surfaces but the destructibility due to proper cleaning process has evidence (10). The regular microbiological screening of HCFs is what it needs along with proper hand hygiene and environmental cleaning. Previous pandemics came up with the importance of infection, prevention and control (IPC) measures and training of HCWs as a cost-effective way to prevent the spread of MERS-CoV in HCFs(6). Evidence also stresses on the importance of the optimal WASH practices HCFs to prevent the pandemic outbreaks(11,12). Washing hands with soaps are the most effective way and are proven to be significant in reducing the residual viruses or bacteria on hands(13,14).

The current COVID19 pandemic: An opportunity

COVID-19 pandemic outbreak threatening millions of lives is transmitted through indiscernible respiratory droplets coming out into the air from cough or sneeze of an infected person(15). These droplets in the air can be inherited to close by individuals or it can drop on inanimate surfaces(4). Research shows the novel coronavirus can persist on inanimate surfaces like metals, glass or plastic for up to 9 days(16). These invisible viruses present on inanimate surfaces can infect others when they touch their eyes, nose or mouth. The SARS-CoV-2 infection is described with an incubation period of between 1-14 days (4). Public health interventions are playing an important role, synchronized with time and active actions will aid in averting further cases or poor health consequences. One of the way to early prevention could be to reduce the transmission risk by recognition of cases early(17). The epidemiological studies shows that contact transmission is one of the main routes of the SARS-CoV-2 and hand hygiene is considered the most important public health preventive measure(14). The WHO has also emphasized the importance of hand hygiene as a critical component of health reliability(18,19). Evidence highlights the important response to various pandemic outbreak requires hand hygiene compliance by everyone(1,20).

Investigating opportunities: Ways to prevent future pandemics

One of the most cost-effective strategies for increasing pandemic preparedness, especially in resource-constrained settings, is investing in core public health infrastructure, including water and sanitation systems. Better Water, Sanitation & Hygiene (WASH) and waste management practices, if consistently applied can serve as barriers to human-to-human transmission of the COVID-19 virus in homes, communities, health care facilities, schools, and other public spaces(21). WASH includes the basics of infection prevention measures and emphasizes environmental hygiene and personal hygiene including hand washing being the most important ones. The persistence of microorganisms and recent coronaviruses on hard surfaces and viable transmission via these is been a proven point now. This concludes the importance of environmental hygiene in HCFs in reducing healthcare-associated infections. The importance of proper disinfection of HCF instruments is extremely important not only during the epidemic period but also afterward to reduce the risk of cross infections(22). The perception of clean or not clean surfaces depends on individuals whereas what if the clean surface is also not microbiologically clean(23). The recontamination of the hands after cleaning is an understanding depending on the assumption about various disinfecting procedures including the type of surface, frequency, method, and training of the neglected cleaning staff (24). WASH practices are important during pandemic outbreaks like this novel coronavirus but are always a priority for improving quality care, strengthening the health systems and ensuring the safety of patients as well and the important healthcare workers. Recent data shows that in Low and middle-income countries (LMIC), 50% of HCFs lack piped water, 33% lack improved sanitation, 39% lack adequate infectious waste disposal and 73% lack sterilization equipment(25). As per the global baseline report 2019, one in four healthcare facilities lacks basic water services and one in five has no sanitation services impacting 2.0 billion and 1.5 billion people, respectively(26). WHO report suggested that although awareness of the importance of hand hygiene in preventing infection with the COVID-19 virus is high, access to hand
hygiene facilities that include alcohol-based hand rubs as well as soap and water is often suboptimal in the community and HCF settings, especially in LMICs(27). Further, global data from 48 countries shows that only 60% of HCFs reach the criteria of segregating waste(26), which emphasize the importance of BioMedical Waste (BMW) as part of WASH strategy during post-pandemic time and reflecting urgent need for strengthening and monitoring WASH in HCFs. The importance of addressing inadequacies in facility based WASH and IPC is becoming more acute given the outbreak of infectious disease like COVID 19.

**WASH as a prime opportunity: Improving in HCFs**

WASH practices are one of the prime approaches to improve the healthcare quality in HCFs. Although, there are several tools for assessment of WASH in HCFs are available, our review indicates that none of the WASH tools are comprehensive and integrated for the assessment (28). In this situation, the WASH ToolBox plus(29), which has been developed and validated for rapid assessment of healthcare settings in India might provide a golden opportunity to scale up the assessment. WASH that addresses beyond the water quality together with sanitation, hygiene, biomedical waste management, and environmental hygiene needs to be promoted. This tool can easily be used for assessment of WASH at facility levels or department levels. There is a prerequisite for an additional exertion in ensuring WASH in HCFs. Developing mental models for training, monitoring and giving essential feedbacks on clear guidance for understanding and differentiating between clean and not clean surfaces would be more effective. The most prominently including all the staff of the HCFs healthcare facilities from officers to the cleaners is utmost. The cleaners are always a neglected workforce playing a major role in infection, prevention and control practices(30). The hand hygiene protocols should be followed by all individuals involved in patient care by the aid of change agents in the HCFs such as managers and colleagues. One of the methods known as “knock” is also suggested by research to be time-efficient and replicable for hand hygiene purposes[19]. A behavioral change among the healthcare workers and a user-friendly environment that can facilitate hand hygiene should be promoted. There can be more chances of adding to these points for mainly the sustainability reason for WASH in HCFs but not the less. During the epidemics strengthening the healthcare settings is the most important task and robust research can help and guide public health policies. The use of technologies wisely and cost-effective innovations for resource-limited HCFs would also play an important role in sustainable WASH in HCFs.

**The way forward: Optimal WASH into HCFs**

Getting optimal WASH into HCFs is an urgent global health need, which needs to be strengthened at the local, regional and global levels. WASH should not be looked at as a component of the HCFs, it should be integrated with the HCF activities and should be promoted. It includes the commitment to the ongoing training, handholding to each cadre of the healthcare workers, and microbiologically healthy environment. We urge to promote a WASH user-friendly environment that facilitates hygiene and reduces opportunities for recontamination in the HCFs.
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